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Abstraa 

Ferritic/martensitic steels were chosen as candidates for future fusion power 
plants because oftheir superior swelling resistance and better thermal properties 
than austenitic stainless. steels. For the same reasons, these steels are being 
considered for the target stnrcture of a spallation neutron source, where the 
structural materials will experience even more extreme irradiation conditions 
than e@ in a h i o n  power plant first wall (i.e., high-energy neutrons that 
produce large amounts of displacement damage and transmutation helium). 
Extensive studies on the effects of neutron irradiation on the mechanical 
m e s  OffenitiJmartenSitic steels indicate that the major problem involves 
the effect of irradiation on hcture, as determined by a Charpy impact test. 
There are indications that helium can affect the impact behavior. Even more 
helium will be produced in a spallation neutron target material than in the fast 
wall of a fusion power plant, making helium &ects a prime c o n m  for both 
applications. 

Introduction 

The f d  structural materials proposed for fusion reactors were austenitic 
siainless steels. For higher operating temperatures ( 270O0C), superalloys and 
refractory metal (Nb, Mo, V, and Ti) alloys were considered. Fenitid 
martensitic steels were fast suggested in the late 1970s [ 1,2]. As a result of 
work during the last fifteen years or so, most of the refractory metal alloys and 
superalloys have been eliminated Austenitic stainless. steels are concluded to 
be ursuaable for high heat flux applications in a fusion power plant because of 
high thermal stresses caused by low thermal conductivity and high thermal 
expansicn, although they are still beiig considered for near-term experimental 
fusion machines, such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor (ITER). 

tllintasaic steels have elevated-temperature strength and thermal 
properties (conductivity and expansion coefficient) that result in excellent 
rrsistanoetothermalstresses [1,2]. Creepstrengthisadequateto550-600°C, 
and the steels have been used at these temperatures in the power-generation and 
chemical and petrochanicai industries Because of the widespread use for such 
industrial applications, the technology for production and fabrication of all 
types of product forms exists. Likewise, the metallurgical dwackmh . ’csand 
mechanical and physical properties are well understood, and comprehensive 
mechanical properties compilations are available. Uncertainties in their 
application involve the effects of neutron irradiation. 

Most of the irradiationeffects information on fmitidmartensitic steels for 
fusion applications comes from studies on connnercial Cr-Mo steels with 9- 
12% Cr, 1-1.5 % Mo, 0.1-0.2 %C (all compositions are in wt YO) with small 
amounts OfV, Nb, N b  W, etc. These were the fast ferritic steels considered for 
fusion applications in Japan, Europe, and the United States [2] because they 
had been studied for the fast breeder reactor program, where they were found 
to be swelling resistant canpared to austenitic stainless steels, which were then 
considered the primary candidate material. Recently, these fusion materials 
programs have been developing steels that would lessen the environmental 
impact of fusion. Such “reduced-activation” steels display the same general 

behavia as conventional steels Details on the development of these reduced- 
actidon steels have been published [3-6]. For the purposes of this discussion, 
it will be enough to state that the reduced-activation steels were patterned der 
theconventional Cr-Mo steels, such as 9Cr-1MoVNb and 12Cr-lMoVW, but 
with the molybdenum replaced by tungsten and niobium replaced by tantalum 
~31. 

Franthe wealth of data available, indications are that a range of conventional 
andl.dwda& ‘vation feniticmubsitic steels have properties that make them 
viable csndidates f a  h i o n  applications to =600”C. The maximum operating 
temperature will be deterrmned ‘ by creep properties and, under some 
circumstances, by compatibility with the operating media (i.e., water, liquid 
lithium, liquid Pb-Li eutectic, etc.) of the fusion power plant The major 
difhmcemthefusionaniament andinfastorthermalfissionreactorsisthe 
high-energy neutron flux produced by the 14MeV neutrons hn the h i o n  
reaction 

R a d i a t i o n ~ o r m r s ~ h i ~ n e u t r o n s d i s p l a c e a t ~ o f t h e s t e e l  
from their n-I lattice positions into i n t d t i a l  positions to form 
“interStitials” and “vacancies” (vacant lattice sites) [7]. It is the disposition of 
the inter&& andvacancies that determines the effect ofthe irradiation on the 
POpatig Sud~diqlacmeatdamage is the source of property changes caused 
by irradiation in a fist fmion reactor, such as the Fast Flux Test Facility 
0 or the -tal Breeder Reactor (EBR-11). However, in addition 
to the displacement damage, the higher-energy spectrum (up to 14 MeV) in a 
fusion reactor will produce large amounts of transmutation helium in the first 
wail and blanket structure. The effect of the simultaneous formation of 
displacement damage and transmutation helium on properties must be 
determined othertransmutation products are formed, including hydrogen and 
dhametalatoms However, the hydrogen is expected to diffuse hn the steel 
atmctmtemperatures, and small amounts of othermetais are not expected to 
affecttheproperties. 

Strudud mataias in the target of a spallation neutron source will experience 
neutron irradiation effects similar to or greater than those in the first wall of a 
fusion power plant because of the presence of higher neutron energies (to 200 
MeVand above) that will mate even higher helium concentrations. Typically, 
theW~ratiosinfission,firsion,andSpallation~Utronsoutoes~estimated 
to be about 1, 10, and 100, respectively. It is of interest to examine the 
irradiation behavior of the ferriticlmartensitic steels as detemud ’ fix fusion to 
anticipate the effects e+ in the spallation neutron source application 

I 

Materials and Experimental Procedures 

Test Materials 

This discussion will refer mainly to the materials studied in the U.S. Fusion 
Materials P q a m ,  although similar materials have been studied in Europe and 
Japan [2]. The Pimary Commercial f d d w i t i c  steels amsidexed in the 
U S .  program were Sandvik HT9 (nominally Fe-12Cr-lMd).25V-0.5W-,~ 
O.SNi-0.2C, here designated 12Cr-1MoVW) and modified 9Cr-1Mo steel 
(nominally Fe-9Cr-lMo-O.2V-O.O6Nb-O.lC, designated 9Cr-1MoVNb) [SI. 
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'llierecluoed-activation steels are similar to the commercial steels but with the 
molybdenum replaced by tungsten and the niobium by tantalum. One such 
steel will be discussed her< it was developed at the Oak Ridge National 
Labratory (ORNL) [9] with the nominal composition of Fe-9Cr-2W-O.25V- 
0.07Ta-O. 1C and is designated as 9Cr-2WVTa. 

Miniaturetensile (44.5 or 25.4 mm long with gage section dimensions of20.3 
x 1.52 x 0.76 mm or 7.62 x 1.52 x 0.76 mm, respectively) and miniature 
C h p y  (%, size: 3.3 x 3.3 x 25.4 mm, or ?4 -size: 5 x 5 x 25.4mm) specimens 
were machhaed from the steels in the normalized-and-tempered condition The 
steelswere normalized by austenitiziig at 1050°C and then rapidly cooling in 
air or an inert gas. Tempering was 1 hat 760°C for the 9Cr-1MoVNb steel, 
2.5 h at 780°C for the 12Cr-1MoVW steel, and 1 h at 75OOC for the 9Cr- 
2WVTa steel. The microstructure after this heat treatment is tempered 
martensite. 

Details on ihe chemical canpositions, heat treatments, microsfructures, and test 
procedures have been publ ied [8,9]. 

Neutron Irradiation Studies 

One difficulty in developing materials for h i o n  is that no hsion reactor is 
available to test materials. Therefore, the expected neutron irradiation effects 
must be simulated, primarily by irradiation in fwion reactors. Displacement 
damage in fbsion and fast fission reactors is similar, and fast reactors, such as 
the FFTF and the EBR-11, have been used to study displacement damage, 
although neutrons with much higher energy (up to 14 MeV) are produced by 
the fusion reaction than in a fast fission reactor (average neutron creation 
energy in a fast reactor is =2MeV). The higher-energy neutrons will produce 
maretransmutation helium in a material than produced by fast-fission irradia- 
tion The simultaneous development of displacement damage and helium in a 
hion power plant could af€a both the swelling behavior and the mechanical 
clroperties relative to UE fonnation of displacement damage alone. 'Illerefore 
simulation techniques are required to study helium effects. 

Helium effects in martensitic steels can be simulated by irradiating a steel 
containing nickel in its composition or one to which a small amount of nickel 
has been added in a mixed-spectrum reactor, such as the High Flux Isotope 
Reactor (HFIR) [8],where both fast and thermal neutrons are generated. 
Thermal neutrons react with W i  to produce helium by the two-step reaction 
"Nii%yyWi(n,cry"Fe. llmefore, displacement damage is produced by the fast 
neutrons simultaneously with the production of transmutation helium by the 
thermal neutrom. For a steel containing 2% Ni irradiated in the HFIR, the 
same amount of helium (in appm) per atom displaced (Hddpa ratio) forms as 
is expected to form in a Tokamak h i o n  power plant [SI. 

Results and Discussion 

Swelling Behavior 

As discussed above, it is the disposition of the interstitials, vacancies, and 
trarmnutation helium created by irradiation that determines the effcct of the 
irradiation on mechanical and physical properties. At reactor temperatures, 
mtaWds  and vacancies are mobile, and most are eliminated by a one-to-one 
mombination and therefore have no effect on properties. Many of those thai 
do nd recombine migrate to "sinks," where they are absortKd Sinks include 
surfaces, grain boundaries, dislocations, and existing cavities. The remainder 
form clusters of self defects or defects and impurity atoms. Mechanical and 
physical properties are aEected by the defect clustem Clusters consisting of 
h e d i a l s  can evolve into dislocation loops, and vacancy clusters can develop 
into microvoids or cavities. Solute clusters can also form under certain 
caditions. Vacancies become increasingly mobile above 0.3 T, where T. is 
the absolute mehing temperature, and a dislocation and cavity structure results 
to produce void swelling. This microstructure, which is accompanied by an 
increase in volume (swelling), occurs because interstitials are accepted 
preferentially by dislocations. nus leaves an excess of vacancies to be 
absorbed by cavities, giving rise to the observed swelling. Cavities are 
stabilized by helium, which is a strong cavity nucleation agent. 

F d c  steels were iht considered for fusion because of the swelling resistance 
displayed in fast reactor irradiations. They have the best swelling resistance of 
all h i o n  candidate materials. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where the 

. .. 

~viOrofseveralheatsofawnmer~~fferriticsteelsarecomparedtotype316 
st3inless steel afla Lradi;ltion at 420'C to ~ 8 0  dpa [ 101. Even after irradiation 
to 200 dpa near the peak swelling temperature of 420°C in the FFTF, total 
swelling of only 0.09 and 1.02% was measured for 12Cr-1MoVW in two 
diffirent heat treatment conditions and 1.76% for 9Cr-1MoVNb steel [ll]. 
steadystatesweIliiratesforthe9Cr-lMoVNband I2Cr-1MoVW steelshave 
beenestimatedat=O.O15o/ddpa,canparedwith 10/dpaforatype316stainless 
steel [12]. Similar low swelling rates have been observed for redud- 
adivation steels irradiated to 200 dpa [ 131. Helium concentrations have been 
shown to increase swelling rates, but even when the steel conhim several- 
hundred appm He, swelling rates remain low [14]. 
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Figure 1: Swelling behavior of six commercial heats of ferritidmartensitic 
steels ampared to type 316 stainless steel after irradiation in EBR-I1 at 420°C 
to 4 0  dpa. AAer G d e s  [ 101. 

Irradiation Hardening 

Irradiation in a fast reactor such as EBR-I1 or FFTF results in displacement 
damage with little helium formation. Irradiation temperatures are controlled 
by the sodium coolant temperature, and irradiations can be carried out between 
about 360 to 700°C. An example of the effect of fast-reactor irradiation on the 
0.2% yield stress (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 9Cr-1MoVNb 
steel is shown in Fig. 2 [15]. Irradiation was at 390,450,500, and 550°C in 
EBR-I1 to --9 dpa with tensile testing at the approhate  irradiation 
temperature. Also shown are data for unirradiated normalized-adtempered 
specimens and for unirradiated specimens thermally aged at the irradiation 
temperature for 5000 h, the approximate time in reactor. 

Thennal aginghad little or no effxt at all temperatures. Considerable irradia- 
tionhardeningoaurredat390"C as observed by large increases in both the YS 
and the UTS [Fig. 2(a)]. At 450,500, and 55O"C, irradiation caused little or 
no change in YS or UTS [IS]. The effect of irradiation on ductility reflected 
the && on strength [Fig. 2(b)] [ 151. Uniform and total elongation at 390°C 
were lesthan those of the unaged &nd aged controls, with essentially no change 
occurring at the three highest irradiation temperatures [ 151. 

Spocinlers of 12Cr-1MoVW (HT9) steel were irradiated to 13 dpa in the same 
experiment as the 9Cr-1MoVNb steel [16]. Similar effects were observed. 
irradiation hardening occurred at 390"C, and essentially no change in 
properties occucred from irradiation at 450,500, and 550°C. Both the 9Cr- 
1MoVNband 12Cr-1MoVW steels were further irradiated in EBR-I1 to 23 to 
25 dpa at the same temperatures [ 171. At 390°C there was little change 
relative to the steels irradiated to 9 to 13 dpa, an indication that the hardening,. 
saturated at or More a fluence of 9 dpa was reached. AAer irradiation at 450, 
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Figure 2 (a) Yield sbxs and uhimate tensile strength and (b) uniform and total 
elongation of nodized-and-tempered, thermally aged, and irradiated 9Cr- 
lMoVNb steel. 

500, and 55O"C, there was again little difference in the tensile properties of the 
rrradtated and the unimdiated specimens [ 171. 

Transmutation helium can affect the behavior of an irndinted alloy in three 
ways (181. Firsf helium can stabilize vacancy clulem, which, in tum, can 
cause an increase in the number of interstitial clusters (ic., helium ties up 
YaEBtrieS and reduces intastitial-vacancy recombion) .  IxIlterstitial clusters 
canthengmw intodislaation loopsand increase the strenkth; vacancy clusters 
canalso af€edstrm@h under some conditions. Secondly, helium stabilizes the 
cluste~~to a higher temperauut than in the absence of helium. The third effect 
involves the migration of helium to grain boundaries during irradiation, which 
can then affect mechanical Pwperties, especially the ductility, 

. .  

To delamine the effect of the sim~~llaneous f0rm;ttion of displacunent damage 
and transmutation helium on tensile behavior, the 9Cr-1MoVNb and 12Cr- 
1MoW stub and these two steels with up to 2% Ni were irradiated in HFIR 
at 50,300,400,500, and 600°C [19-211. The results at 400-600°C were 
compared with the same steels irradiated in EBR-II, where very little helium 
formed (211. "'lie experiments indicated that them was probably a small 
hardening effect superimposed on the hardening due to displacement 
alone [ 19.201. However, because of the scatter in the results, diaerent &- 
tions in the different expimen@, and because the temperature range amund 
W 0 C  iswhsrethe leasthadming is expec(ed it was difficult to determine the 
nlagnaudz ofthat effect. It was concluded that the effect is probably not large 
in relation to the hardening caused by displacement damage aim. 

Elevated-Tanoerature Helium Embrittlement 

For irradiation temperatUtes above 425-45OoC, displacement damage is up 
stable, and flow properties are essenlially Unaaected by irradiation However, 
in catain alloys that contain helium, the ductility after irradiation deaepseo in 
tensile or creep tests at %OO°C because of elevatedtemperabue helium 
embrittlement (71. Intergranular firaaure OCCWS, and the loss of dudility is 
caused by helium on grain boundaries [7]. For the austenitic stainless steels, 
the ductility can be reduced to much less than 0.1% with the presexm of only 
a few appn He-ewn the d amounts formed during fast-reactor irradiation 
[7]. Several investigators have examined the effects in ferritic steels at 500- 
700°C and have conclu&d tliat these steels are relatively immune to the effecf 
at least for helium levels up to a few-hundred appm (22-241. 

Irradiation Embrittlemat 

Amajar cowm fafPri(icfmartemitic steels irradiated in ligtd-wata rractas, 
fast reactors, and fusion power plants is the effect of irradiptioa ion low- 
temperature (S400425"C) hnpact toughness, as measured in a Charpy V- 
notch test as an innease in the ductilebrittle transition temperacure (DBTT) 
and a decrease in the upper-shelfenergy (USE) [25]. Even ifthe DBTl' is 
below mom temperature befxe irradiation, it can be well above room 
tempaature after irradiation Irradiation embrittlement is related to hardening 
causal by the radiation-produced dislocation loops that form below ~0.3 T, 
(<425-45OoC in the ferritid-itic steels); hardening humsea witb 
decreahg irradiation teqmatwe. Irradiation-induced precipitate8 cao also 
hawandect. Irradiation increases the flow stress, and under the asmnphm 

thehmresbxsauveandthe flow stress curve is the DBlT forthe unflawed 
cuyl i t ia~, the increase in flow stress by irradiation causes a shift in the DBTT 
(shown scl~enwtically in Fig. 3) 1251. 

that the fracture stress is d e c t e d  by irradiation and that the intersedr 'ion of 
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram that illustrates how strength inaesPe due to 
irradiation causes a shift in the ductile-brittle-transition t e m m  
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AshiftinDB'IT(I1DBTT)of =16O"C wasobservedwhenthe 12Cr-1MoVW 
steel was irradiated to 10 dpa at 365°C in FFTF (Fig. 4) [26]. Irradiation lo 
17 dpa gave a similar shii indicating that a saturation with fluence occurred 
(Fig. 4), just as saturation occu~~ed for hardening in a tensile test 1171. 
Although the Charpy curves for the steels are shifted by irradiation, the h o  
ture mode is unaltered between the irradiated and uninadiated steels, with 
cleavage-tp Mum occuning on the lower shelf and ductile void coalescence 
occurring on the upper sheK 
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Figure 4 C l q y  curves for Llf-size specimens of 12Cr-1 MoVW steel before 
andafterirradiationto 1Oand 17dpaat36S"C UiFFIT. 

Moet irradiatigl studies have been in fast reactom at temperatures between 365 
and 600°C (lower temperaturea are generally not possible in fast reactoia ). 
Hu ami G e k  127  irradiated 9 0 - 1  MoVNb and 1 ZCr-I MoVW steels at 390, 
450, 500, and 550°C in EBR-I1 to 13 and 26 dpa (Fig. 5). For the 9Cr- 
lMoVNb steel irradiated at 390°C. the ADBTT saturated by 13 dpa (values 
of52 and 54°C were obtained after 13 and 26 dpa. rrspedivefy). Irradiation 
ofthe 9Cr-1MoVNb steel in EBR-I1 at 450,500, and 550°C resulted in little 
dmge in the DB'IT, in agrpaMd with the observation that hardening vanishes 
above 425450°C [Fig. 2(a)]. 

It has also been concluded that saturation occuned for the 1ZCr-1 MoVW steel 
inadiatedbyHuandGrUsat390°C, altlioughvaluesof 124and 144°C were 
obtained &er 13 and 26 dpa, respectively (Fig. 5 )  [27]. Also, as seen in Fig. 
S,itisapparentthattheADBTI'didnotgotowoat450, 5OO,andS5O0Cfor 
lZ~-lMoVW~asobsavedforthe9Cr-lMoVNbsteel,eventhoughthm 
wasmhardrningforthe 12Cr-1M0VWabove4OO0C [16]. Thereason forthii 
can be found in the microst~ctures of the two steels. The 1ZCr-1MoVW 

in the nonnalized-and-teqed condition, the 120-1MoVW contains over 
twiOeasmuchprecipitate(3.8wt%preCipitateinthe 12Cr-1MoVWcompared 
to 1.5 wt% in 9Cr-1MoVNb) [28]. The majority of the precipitate in both 
steels is M,C, with a small amount of MC [ZS]. A larger amount of large 
MLlc, precipitates was relatively uniformly distributed in the IZCr-1MoVW 
steel (281. Fracture in steels is generally initiated at carbide particles or 
indusiaro [2930]. The differenoe in precipitates can affect the hcture process 
because the larger precipitate particles can result in a larger initial crack size. 
The fact that the ADBTT did not go to zero at 450-550°C even though 
hardening did not occur in 12Cr-1MoVW at these temperatures [16,17] can 
also be attributed to the large precipitates, which could grow larger by 
irradiatiolEenhanced diffusion during irradiation at the higher temperatures. 

The ORNL 9Cr-ZWVTa reduced-advation steel was also irradiated at 365 "C 
in FFTF, and it showed exceptionally small shifts in D B l T  4,14,21, and 
32°C after 6.4, 15.4,22.5, and 28 dpa, respeuively (91. This compares with 
the 12Cr-1MoVW irradiated at 365°C in FFTF that sahmted at or below 10 
dp~ashiffof=l60"C(Fig.4)[26]. Notonlydoestlie9Ck-2WVTashow 
a very small ADBTT (32'C), but baause it has a very low DBlT in the un- 
inadiatedamditia1(.88"C), the DBTI' after irradiation is considerably below 

d ~ a s ~ ~  as the 9cr-lMoVNb steel (0.2% vs 0.1%)). and 

IRRADIATION TEMPERATURE I'CI 

Fig. 5: VariationoftlledGft in DBTI' with temperature and flu- AAer Hu 
and Gelles [27. 

Ulat for any otlier steel alter irradiation. This is &momhated in Fig. 6. where 
the 9Cr-2WVTa is compared with the 120-1MoVW before and rfter 
inadiation in FFlT at 365°C. The DBlT for the 9Cr-ZWVTa after Lradiation 

and other reducedadivation steels) before irradiatioa Figum 6 is a 
comparison of the steel (12Cr-1MoVW) that was the fust ferritidmartedk 
steel candidate in the U.S. Fusion Materials Rogram with ollc of latent 
experimental steels and indicates the progress that has been achieved m 
developing steels for radiation resisranCe. 

i ~ l o w e r ( - 5 6 " C ) t h a n f ~ ~ o f t l ~ d h ~  Sleek (9Cr-lMOVNb, 12Cr-lM0Vw, 

-9cr-2wvl. 2 0 6 .  - i2cr-1cIvw IO M 
IRRADIAlCD AT 36s- P WW 

Figure 6 Comparison of the, &radiated and irradiated Chapy curves for 
third-sike specimensof 12Cr-lh4oVW and 9Cr-2WVTa steels. 

~ l e ~ ~ ~ ~ o f U l e 9 C r - 2 W V T a s t e c f w f i s ~ d e m o n s t r a t e d b y  
Rieth and co-workers (311 who irradiated the steel with several redwed- 

steels (MANETI and 11) in the HFR reactor at 250400°C to 0.8 dpa (Fig. 7). 
The 9Cr-2WVTa steel (labeled ORNL in Fig. 7) has the lowest DBlT [31]. 
TI& superior behavior has now been shown to continue out to 2 5  dpa (321. 

The nickeldoping technique was used to study the effect of helium an the I* 

ClyWpcopatisof9Cr-lMoVNb and 12Cr-1MoVW steels [33-361. C W  
sprcimens of the following five steels were irradiated in the HFIR (a mixed- 

a&vation &k (F82H, OpIlFER I and OPTlFER 11) and  COW^^ Cr-MO 
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Figure 7 DBTT as a function of trmperaure for four reduced-activation and 
two conventional martensitic steels irradiated to 0.8 dpa in the HFR 

spedrum reactor): 9Cr-lMoVNb, 12Cr-lMoVW, 9Cr-lMoVNb-2Ni 
(standard 9Cr-1MoVNb with 2% Ni), 12Cr-IMoVW-lNi, (standard 12Cr- 
IMoVWwith 1% Ni), and 12Cr-IMoVW-ZNi (standud IZCr-lh*foVW with 
2%Ni). l'hecanpositiomofstandard9Cr-lhloVNb and 120-1MoVW steels 
Contain 10.1 and =0.5% Ni, respectively, 

Results &om HFIR irradiation, where helium was generated, were compared 
withresuits fian irradiations of these steels in the EBR-11, a fast reactor where 
lialeheliwnfans 133.361 (Fig. 8). In irradiations lo 13 and 26 dpa at 390°C 
in EBR-II, Hu and Gelles [27] found that the ADBlT saturated with fluence 
at 254°C for 9Cr-1MoVNb and 1144°C for I2Cr-lMoW, the ADBTT 
aahnated by or befm 13 $a Other fast-reactor irradiations demonstrated that 
saturation ocfllls by 10 dpa or less (261. Corwin, Vitek, and Klueh [35] 
idiakdthesambeats of I2Cr-1MoVW and 12Cr-lMoVW-2Ni steels used 
in the HFIR experiments to 12 dpa in EBR-I1 at 390°C and found shifts in 
DElT of 90 and I22"C, respcccively, in line with the Hu and Gelles data for 
IZCr-lMoVW (27. 
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Figure 8 Acmpukon of the shift in DBTT after irradiation in EBR-I1 to 13 
and 26 dpa and in HFIRto 40 dpa for 9Cr-1MoVNb and 12Cr-1MoVW steels 

l'he ADBTT for the 9Cr-lMoVNb (204'C) and the 12Cr-1MoVW (242'C) 
steels after irradiation in HFIR at 400°C to =40 dpa [33] were considerably 
abovetheMtUgobsevodafterirradiationinEBR-IIto 13and26dpa(Fi&7) 
[27,35]. .Mer irradiation in HFIR, the 9Cr-1MoVNb contained 32 appm He, 
and the I2Cr-1MoW contained 105 appm He, attributedtonickelconteats 
of the steels of 0.1 and 0.5%, respeaively. The differehce in properties was 
taken to indicate that the saturation in ADBTT observed in the EBR-I1 at 
390°C did not apply to irradiation in Uie HFIR Further, when the 1 2 0 -  
1MoVW-2Ni and 9Cr-IMoVNb-ZNi were irradiated in HFIR at 400°C to 
=40 dpa and e370 appm He, the ADBTTs were >325"C, which was 
considerably above the values observed for the steels without the nickel 
additions and was taken as f i d e r  evidence of a helium effect [33]. 
Examination of some of the fbctured specimerrs provided some indication of 
intergranular fracture [33]. Irradiiation at 300°C showed that there was an 
effatofheliumwhmthesteriswith 2% Ni were compared with thoset0 which 
no nickel had been added [33]. However, the ADBTT at 300°C for the 
respeclive U l s  with and without the nickel additions was OOllsideraMy less 
than at 4OO"C, which is opposite to the temperature effect observed for the 
steels irradiated in a fast reactor over the range 365450°C (i.e., the ADBIT 
decreases with increasing irradiation temperatwe for irradiation in a East 
reactor) (Fig. 5 )  [27,3S]. 

After considering possible explanations for the dserence in ADBTT for the 
same steels kdiated in HFIR and EBR-I1 and why steels with 2% Ni are mom 
brittle than those with less nickel when itradiated in HFIR, it was concluded 
that helium plays a role (33 I. miis helium eff& is in addition to the effect 
caused by tlie irradiation hardening h m  dislocation loops and irradiatioa- 
enhanced precipitation [33,34]. Since excess hydzning by helium (above that 
kdislocation loops and precipitation) as measured in tensile tests wid not 
explain the observation, it was suggessed that helium causes a deae;rse in 
fiaUure stress (the third helium effect discussed in the previous don). F m n  
a limited number of observations of intergranular hcture, it was ooncluded 
that~umpmnotgh.aagramJarfracture,whichwasinterpptedtomenathat 
there was a deaease in the fnaure stress (see Fig. 3) [33,34]. 

An increase in DBlT  can be caused b y  (1) more or larger flaws, (2) less 
resistance to the initiation of a flaw, and (3) less resistance to the propagation 
ofa flaw. Inclusions or &ides are l ie ly  sources of miQocracks that initiats 
fracture in steels [29,30]. The larger ADBlT for 12Cr-IMoVW than 9Cr- 
lMoVNb in FFl'F (little helium) was attributed to the larger amounts of large 
precipitate particles in the 12Cr-1MoVW steel [33,34]. The 12Cr-1MoVW 
amtains twice as much precipitate as 9Cr-1MoVNb because it contaha twice 
as much carbon [33,343. 

To expiain the helium effict, it was proposed that when the steels Contaia 
suf€icient helium, the microcrack source could be helium bubbles on a prior- 
auStenae grain boundary or a lath boundary [33,34]. Helium is e n v i s i i  to 
adled into small cavities that under stress become nuclei for &actwe d o r  
enhance crack propagation, explaining why fracture surfaces of HFIR- 
irradiated, heliuwxntaining steels contain intergranular facetg This hypo- 
thesis onexplain the reverse tempenlture &&(a largershift at 400"Cthan 
300OC) relative to fast- irradiations. More rapid diffusion of helium at 
400°C U~ at 300°C means that at 400°C more helium reaches bouodPries 
to produce mae and iargerbubbk and a larger ADBTT. Bubble development 
atHX)"Ciss1owerthanat400"C, but itwillbeincrdbyhigherfluencg 
(longzrdifhimthes)orhigher helium generation rates, with a correspondiog 
increase in the ADBIT. This was observed for the 9Cr-1MoVNb-ZNi and 
12Q-lMoVW-2Ni irr;ldiatedto 27 dpa at 30O0C, where these steels developed 
a larger ADBTT than the steelp without any nickel additions [30]. 

figure 9 shows the data for the AiiBTT-temperanue r e i a t i d p  fa the 9<x- 
lMoVNb steel with a schematic -on of how the various irradiation 
effects are postulated to a f f e a  fracture behavior between 50 and 550°C [34). 
Brtween 400 and 5SO"C, the only data available are those fmm EBR-II [27J 
Ahhough no data are available for irradiation in fast readonr below 4365°C. 
a poshllatedame for EBR-I1 irradiation down to 50°C is shown, M a t i o n -  
proctuced & f a  and precipitates account for the DBTT shift aAer irradiatioo 
in EBR-11. The relative &bution of the two pnxxses is teqmatw 
dependent, with precipitation becoming more hpotbnt with haeasing ,- 
temperawe, but with the effect of both hardening procespg becoming ,. 
negligible above ~ 4 5 0 ° C  [34]. Irradiation in HFIR was postulated to lead to 
a further increment of hardening caused by helium [ 19-21], which the tensile 
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Figure 9: A graphical represemation of the shift in DBIT as a hnction of 
irradiation temperature for 9Cr-IMoVNb steel to indicate the postulated 
hardening and fiacture mechanisms. 

behavior indicated also decreases to zero above 425450°C [20,21]. As 
discussed above, the degree of hardening due to helium is probably not large 
and has not been adequately asesd,  making the extent of this region 
uncertain In this helium-affected region and the region where hardening is 
daninated by defects and precipitates, the brittle region of the Charpy curve is 
dmpadaizedbyclravageanrvbr quasicleavage. Around 300°C up to 400"C, 

fhdure in the presence of helium becomes important. The shape 
ofthe herganular-fiacture portion of the diagram will depend on the helium 
concftltratc 'on, trrnperaturr, and fluence. For application of f&tic steels in 
spallation neutron sou~ce8 where helium generation rates are ten times higher 
thaaforfusion read- this is the region that demands pateranention 

S i  reasoning applies for the 12Cr-IMoVW steel, although a diagram for 
this steel will be complicated by the increase in the ADBTT with increasing 
temperature, because of the effect precipitation on fnctun mode [34]. It 
should be noted that the 50°C tests for boch steels were for relatively low- 
ilumce irradiations (<IO dpa), and therefxe, saturation may or may not have 
been achieved (361. The low-tempera~ure irradiations also showed a slightly 
hi& ADBTT for the nickel+ steels (361, in agreement with the small 
hardening effect of helium observed in tensile tests of the steels irradiated at 
50°C [19]. 

' 

e 

FerriticIMartensitic Steels for Spallation Neutron Source Applicatim 

Ifhelium plays the role postulated in the previous section, theq &pending on 
the opaatingtemperature, the impact toughness could be affected in the tatget 
struchue ofa spallation neutron source, where large amounts of helium would 
be genemted With enough helium, the ADBTT at 300°C wouldbe expected 
to increase. Since the Iielium effect postulated above depends on diffusion, it 
is unclear how low m temperature the helium could affect imps properties by 
the postulated medunkn lt is also unclear what might happen above W o C ,  
since no HFIR experiments were conducted at these temperames. The 
diffusion rate increases with temperature, thus increasing the rate at which 
helium can migrate to boundaries. On the other hand, irradiation hardening 
decreases rapidly above 400°C and disappears above =425450"C [15-171. 
If hadenhgisneeded forthis embrinlement, then even ifhelium is present on 
boundyies, the rpduced yield stress would probably preclude a larger ADBlT 
tlun observed for fast reactor irradiation. ('Ilk embrittletmt is differmt from 
el- embialement, wherehardeningisnotrequired. Asstated 
above, the ferritic steels appear immune to elevated-mqmum helium 
embrittlement up to few-hundred appm He. The effect of the levels of large 
helium collcenttatioM expeded in spallation neutron OOURI~ has aot been 
examined) 

A target structure design for a spallation source would be such as to keep the 
opatingtempamvabove the DB'IT. Figure 9 indicatesthat9Cr-lMoVNb 
could then probably be used above 400450°C. It may also be possible to use 
tl~steelbzlowsanetemperature, say =200-25O0C, wherediffusionofhelium 
would not allow the postulated embrittlement mechanism to operate. Ifsuch 
low-temperature operation is possible, then a steel such as the 9Cr-2WVTa 
would provide a larger safety m g i n  because it has such a low DBlT before 
and 

To minimize the effect of helium in austenitic stainless steels, microstnrdures 
weee developed with a high nuniber density of fine precipitates (3q. For such 
a mi- theh;llsMltation helium formed during irradiation is trapped 
atthemiurix/pr&pbteintufks Becauseofthelargenumberofprccipitatea, 
theMium is widely distributed, and the high number density of d bubbles 
that fam (as qmed to a smaller numbs of large bubbles) supprag swelling, 
Elevated-kmperature helium embriltlement, which causa lowdudilii 
fractures in irradiated austenitic stainless steel Containing helium tested in 
taka Q creep. is also inhibited because Uie precipitates prevent helium from 
M t o  grain boundaries (37. A similar piocess might be &&he in the 
f k t i c  steels to minimize the effect of helium on the shift in DBlT. 

The 9Cr-2WVTa. like other 9-12% Cr steels, has a low number density of 
precipitates, which are mainly relatively large M& particles, with a lesser 
numberofsmaUuMCparticles [Fig. 10(a)] [38]. Low-chromumCr-W steels 

irradiation in a fast reactor. 
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Figure 10: A comparison of the precipitate nucrosturctures of normalized-and-temped (a) 9Cr-1MoVNb and @) 2 1/4Cr-2WV steels. 



can &velop a higher number density of fme precipitates particles, as s l i m  in 
Fig la@) f a  a 2 1/4C2-2WVsteeI (381. The fm precipitates in 2 I/4Cr-2WV 
ooclsistmainly of vanadiumiicfi MC (381. The M,C, and MC precipitates in 
9Cr-2WVTa are presem in similar number density to those in 9Cr-1MoVNb 
and I2Cr-IMoVW, which showed the e f f i  of helium on properties when 
irradiated in HFiR 133361. The M,C, pwipitates are generally large and of 
low nrmber density. MC particles are present in the highctaomtum steels, but 
in much lesser amounts than the M,,C;. The number of precipitates in these 
ste& is too snaU to e&iiwly hap the helium during irradiation. Figure IO@) 
indicates that it may be possible to develop a high density of precipitates in a 
lowchromium steel. Ofcaurse, to be successful it will also be necessary to 
develop a steel with improved impaa toughness in the unirradiated condition 
ovathat f a 2  1/4Cr-2WV PSI. Suchsteels are being developed. A 3Cr-3WV 
steel has been shown to have a DBTT below that of h e  9Cr-2WVTa (391. 
W i n a t e l y ,  no informaton is available on the effect of irradiation on these 
stak 

B should be pointed out that the use of Chazpy tests to evaluaie embrinlemmt 
haahkdappkabibly. Adcalneedexislsforfraduretoughnessdata,and 
an undemanding of how the Charpy data are related to h m r e  toughness 
dtobedevdoped Onlywithsuch data can the i m p l i o n s  of the helium 
cffkts be evaluated in the proper context. Finally, it needs to be pointed out 
that the nickeldoping tecimique is not the ideal method for studying the hslium 
effect and a high-energy neutron source is required to verify that the 
observations are due to helium. Altemate explanations for the HFIR 
observations were considered [33,34], including the e f f d  of other 
bamnuWon reactions with thermai neutrons m HFIR, thermal aging effkas, 
and nickel involvement in the harQning eff& However. none of these 
provided a satisfactory explanation forthe observations [33,34]. 

Summarv and Conclusions 

Neutron irradiation effects on the mechanical pr0peCrie-s of the 
ferritiJmartcrrpitic steels have been investigated to detemiw the applicability 
of the steels for fusion applications. &cause of the similarity in the expected 
imdiption envimmen~ ofa  spallation neutron source target and the fvst wall 
ofafirsion power plat& thehionstudiescan be used to drmonstrate someof 
tkdiation e f f i t o  beexpected for a spailation ncutmn soutcc. Tile major 

mrarredinaCbrpyimpacttest. IrradivioncausesaninacaseinU1eDl3lT 
and a deaease in USE. Steclr have ban developed that have excellent impact 
toughs  and show datively small changes m the properties under conditions 
whae only displacement damage occum. Unda conditions were larger 

h e  intervent~on of intergranular %cture. The eff- depend on temperature, 
and it may be posible to operate a spallation neutron target in tempaaave 
ranges to avoid the most severe problrmn New low-DBTI' steels offer some 
promise for greater resistance to radiation W i g  related shifts in DBTT. 

be determin#i. It may also be posible to develop low.duomium steels to 
reduce the helium effect. 

problem for the mela is the effect of irradiation on impact tougtmeJq as 

~ o f ~ l a t i o n h e l i u m f ~  largerchylgeshavebeennoteddueto 

lheir RsrrtMix to intetgranular failure at high helium concartrr(l 'onsneedsto 
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